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Background
The Metropolitan Local Government Group (MLGG) Cycling Strategy (the Strategy) has
been developed at the request of the MLGG to help improve connectivity across Council
boundaries on priority cycling routes. This Strategy has subsequently been endorsed by the
MLGG at their September 2015 meeting.
The MLGG identified three key priorities to be incorporated into the development of this
strategy:
1. identify key strategic priority routes to improved connectivity of cycling infrastructure
across Council boundaries;
2. grants available for the development of cycling infrastructure; and
3. encouraging children to cycle to school.
To develop this Strategy, a subcommittee was established with members from Councils, the
Local Government Association (LGA) and the State Government. Work commenced in July
2014 to collate data on existing State and Local Government cycling strategies.
Currently all metropolitan Councils have established cycling strategies for their own Council
areas. Despite the extensive amount of work, there remains a lack of connectivity of
strategies across Council boundaries.
The State Government has separately undertaken a significant amount of evidence based
research to identify key cycling network priorities.
The Strategy aims to assist in creating a connected and ‘low stress’ cycling experience through
improved connectivity of cycling infrastructure across metropolitan Council boundaries and
Department of Planning, Transport and Infrastructure (DPTI) intersections. This infrastructure
will need to be complemented by education and promotional campaigns to encourage
people to get on their bikes and, in particular, increasing the number of children cycling to
school.
It is intended that this Strategy be representative of the key priority cycling routes of the 19
member Councils of the MLGG while taking into consideration those routes highlighted by
the State Government.
Cycling Demands and Trends
According to the 2015 National Cycling Participation Survey, the cycling participation rate
in metropolitan South Australian is below both the Regional South Australian and National
average.
The survey indicates that 15.5 per cent of metropolitan residents ride a bicycle in a typical
week and 32.7 per cent had done so in the past year. These participation rates translate to
approximately 200,000 metropolitan residents riding in a typical week and 422,000 residents
riding at least once in a typical year.
Of the people who rode a bike in the last month, 86 per cent of metropolitan residents cycled
for recreation and 25 per cent used a bicycle for transport.
Around 51 per cent of metropolitan households have access to at least one working bicycle.
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Community Benefits of Cycling
Cycling provides a number of benefits to the community including increased health and
social equity, reduced health care costs, congestion and greenhouse gas emissions. It has
been estimated that the return on investment for cycling is $3.88 for every dollar spent in net
economic benefits over 30 years (Austroads, 2010).
Economic Benefits

Health - Within South Australia in 2014-15, $5.2 billion was spent on the health budget. This
makes up 31.5 per cent of the State Budget. At the current rate of growth, health spending
will approach half of the State Budget within the next fifteen years. This will in turn mean less
funding for other essential services (SA Health, 2014).
There is a net health benefit (adjusted for injury) of $0.75 for every kilometre cycled. The
health benefits make up approximately 80 per cent of the net economic benefits of cycling
(Department of Infrastructure and Transport, 2013).
Congestion – Increasing the number of people cycling is a cost effective way to reduce
congestion especially during peak hours. Congestion stands to cost metropolitan South
Australia upwards of $1.1 billion annually by 2020 according to the Bureau of Infrastructure,
Transport and Regional Economics.

Photo 1: This photo demonstrates the movement of 69 people – one bus, 69 bicycles, and 60 cars with the average
occupancy of 1.15 people per car (Photo courtesy of the Cycling Promotion Fund).

Environmental Benefits

Cycling is a zero-emission mode of transport and every kilometre of car travel avoided saves
an average of 210g/km of CO2 equivalent emissions. Shifting car trips to cycling reduces
carbon emissions and other harmful air pollutants.
Social Benefits

Cycling is a social activity allowing riders to interact with each other. This results in a more
vibrant and safer community through ‘safety in numbers’.
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Policy Context
There are a number of strategies and plans that have an impact on, or intend to address
and improve cycling infrastructure and participation throughout metropolitan Adelaide.
These strategies include Federal, State and individual Council cycling strategies. This Cycling
Strategy has been developed to complement and reference those existing strategies.
Key Australian Policies

National Cycling Strategy – The Australian National Cycling Strategy 2011-16 was developed
as a coordinating framework identifying responsibilities of all spheres of government,
community and industry stakeholders.
The Strategy has a vision to double the number of people cycling in Australia by 2016. This
vision is underpinned by six key priorities and objectives:
1. Cycling Promotion – Promote cycling as both a viable and safe mode of transport and an
enjoyable mode of transport and an enjoyable recreation activity
2. Infrastructure and Facilities – Create a comprehensive network of safe and attractive
routes to cycle and end-of-trip facilities
3. Integrated Planning – Consider and address cycling needs in all relevant transport and
land use planning act ivities
4. Safety – enable people to cycle safely
5. Monitoring and Evaluation – Improve monitoring and evaluation of cycling programs and
develop a national decision-making process for investment in cycling
6. Guidance and Best Practice – Develop nationally consistent technical guidance for
stakeholders to use and share best practice across jurisdictions
Key South Australian Policies

South Australian Strategic Plan – The SA Strategic Plan is comprised of 100 targets. These
targets are specific and measurable and enable the State Government to gauge progress
towards achieving the Plans vision and goals.
Within the SA Strategic Plan there are a number of targets relating to cycling.
These targets include:
2. Cycling – Double the number of people cycling in South Australia by 2020. In 2011
(the baseline year), 299,000 South Australian residents rode a bicycle in a typical week.
22. Road Safety – Reduce road fatalities and serious injuries by at least 30 per cent by
2020.
59. Greenhouse Gas Emissions Reduction – Achieve the Kyoto target by limiting the state’s
greenhouse gas emissions to 108 per cent of the 1990 levels during 2008-2012, as a
first step towards reducing emissions by 60 per cent (to 40 per cent of the 1990 levels)
by 2020.
63. Use of Public Transport – Increase the use of public transport to 10 per cent of
metropolitan weekday passenger vehicle kilometres travelled by 2018. The primary
goal is to reduce the reliance on cars in the metropolitan areas, by walking, cycling
and increasing use of public transport.
83. Sport and Recreation – increase the proportion of South Australian’s participating in
sport or physical recreation at least once per week to 50 per cent by 2020.
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South Australian Cycling Strategy – South Australia’s most recent cycling strategy lapsed in
2010 and, to date, has yet to be renewed. However, it is understood that a new SA strategy is
currently being drafted and aims to increase participation in cycling and improving cycling
safety.
30 Year Plan for Greater Adelaide – This plan aims to create a new generation of greenways
and open-space precincts which will create a more liveable city, providing opportunities for
walking, cycling and other recreation. It also aims to design transit-oriented developments to
be walkable and cycling friendly and reduce reliance on car travel.
Polices include:
• To integrate into Structure Plans for major transit corridors off-road shared-use paths, onroad bicycle lanes, footpaths and cycling friendly streets to promote walking and cycling;
• Provide direct and safe cycling links to public transport stations and interchanges; and,
• Create dedicated walking and cycling corridors along major transit corridors.
Key Local Government Policies

Local Government Cycling Strategies – Of the 19 metropolitan Councils all have a standalone
cycling strategy. These Council strategies vary in detail, and breadth but all aim to increase
the amount of cycling in their communities through improving infrastructure.

Metropolitan Local Government Group Metropolitan Cycling
Strategy (MLGG)
The MLGG Cycling Strategy has been developed to help improve connectivity across Council
boundaries on priority cycling routes. This Strategy, including the priority cycling routes, has
subsequently been endorsed by the MLGG at their September 2015 meeting.
Connectivity across Councils

In a 2014 survey of SA Metropolitan Councils, cycling ranked the equal highest area of priority
(with traffic) as an ‘area where Council believed they would benefit by adopting a partnership
approach with neighbouring Councils’. Of the 14 Councils who responded, 9 rated this in
their top 3 highest priority areas for focus.
The 7 May 2014 MLGG meeting subsequently resolved to endorse development of a draft
document that sets out high level transport strategies and advocacy across metropolitan
Councils with a focus on a particular area such as cycling.
In progressing the May 2014 MLGG resolution the LGA Secretariat engaged SMEC to collate
current cycling policy information and to map out the key aspects of a draft high level
transport (cycling) advocacy document – the Metropolitan Cycling Strategy. The progression
of this strategy was identified by MLGG as a priority for 2015.
The purpose of the Strategy is to assist the establishment of a coordinated, consistent and
attractive cycling network across the Metropolitan area. The Strategy has been established in
partnership with the State Government and aims to provide a definition of a consistent basis
for prioritising works at a Strategic level (as opposed to a Council level), which in turn may
assist the seeking and priority allocation of State funds as opportunities arise.
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In support of these processes, the MLGG established a working group to guide the
development of a Metropolitan wide Strategy. This plan draws on previously collected
information available from DPTI and Councils (via individual Council cycling plans).
In June 2014 a summary paper was prepared identifying key considerations that could inform
the development of the Strategy.
As the next steps towards development of the Strategy, each Metropolitan Council was asked
to;
a) Review the existing Strategic Cycling Routes (as defined by the State Government in the
Integrated Transport and Land Use Plan (ITLUP) and reviewed by Councils approximately
two year ago). Councils were asked to advise of any changes they recommend to these
routes, and
b) Rank the Strategic Routes within/passing through their Council area to identify the
highest priority for allocation of funding. The highest priority route is defined as the
route Council believes is the route with the greatest potential to attract increased usage
for incidental travel.
Strategic Routes were defined as those routes which pass through and/or support a broad
catchment area, incorporating more than one Council area. These routes focus on connecting
centres and improving public transport access. Conversely, local routes support a smaller
catchment, generally within the one Council area. Prioritisation of works for local routes will
remain with each individual Council.
General

During the consultation process 19 of 19 Councils responded. The District Council of Mount
Barker was also included in the correspondence however there are currently no Strategic
Routes defined in this Council area. Councils were generally aligned with the Strategic Routes
provided.
A number of Councils identified areas where a review or adjustment to the route alignment
should be considered. These areas are shown as blue circles on the attachment map
(appendix 1).
A number of Councils proposed additional routes for inclusion, or in one case removal, as
‘Strategic Routes’. These are shown as black circles on the map.
The majority of Councils did provide their views on the priority Strategic Routes within their
Council area. This is summarised in the table below (appendix 2). The highest priority route
in each area is shown highlighted in yellow on the attached diagram. For simplicity, each
priority route is shown only within the Council area which identified the priority.
A number of Councils provided additional detail of routes for consideration within their
Council area. Generally, these routes are considered to be ‘locally significant’ and have not
been represented in this Strategy.
Routes that were identified were put into two separate categories. Category 1 routes are
those routes where two or more Councils have identified them as a priority and/or where
the route aligned with State Government priorities. Category 2 routes are those which were
identified as the highest priority of one Council.
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Table 1: Category 1 cycling routes where either two or more Councils have identified and/or align with State
Government priorities.

Priority cycling route

Council(s)

Marino Rocks Greenway

Adelaide City Council
City of Marion

Coast Park

City of Charles Sturt
City of Holdfast Bay

Belair-City Bikeway

City of Mitcham
City of Unley
Adelaide City Council
South Australian State Government

Norwood – Magill Bikeway

Adelaide City Council
City of Burnside
City of Norwood, Payneham and St Peters
South Australian State Government

Gawler Greenway

Town of Gawler
City of Salisbury
City of Playford
South Australian State Government

Levels – City Bikeway

Town of Walkerville
South Australian State Government

Table 2: Category 2 cycling routes identified as the highest priority of one Council.

Priority cycling route

Council(s)

Crafers Bikeway

Adelaide Hills Council

Reece Jennings Bikeway

City of West Torrens

Burnside Bikeway

City of Burnside

South Terrace and Pirie / Waymouth Streets

Adelaide City Council

Port River Bikeway

City of Port Adelaide Enfield

O-Bahn Shared Use Path

City of Tea Tree Gully

Gawler River Trail / Jack Bobridge Track

Town of Gawler

St Morris Bikeway

Campbelltown City Council

Prospect Road

City of Prospect

A complete list of all identified cycling routes by Council can be found in appendix 2.
In addition to the above, the State Government (through DPTI) has identified the following
routes as priority routes for 2015-16;
• Belair – City Bikeway
• Gawler Greenway
• Levels – City Bikeway
• Norwood – Magill Bikeway
• Prospect Bikeway
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Design Guidelines
For people using cycling networks, it is important for them to not only be safe but also to feel
safe.
While this Strategy does not specify the design guidelines for the agreed priority bikeways,
Councils are encouraged to work across Council boundaries and with DPTI (where
appropriate) to ensure a consistent level of service is provided for people cycling along
the route where possible. It is important to strive for this consistency in order to improve
perceived safety and encourage greater cycling participation.
Councils are encouraged to take into consideration the DPTI Greenways and Bike Boulevards
Design Guidelines Performance Criteria (appendix 3).

State Government Grants
There are a number of funding programs which are available for Local Government to access
to help improve cycling outcomes.
The main funds for Councils are the:
• Open Space grants;
• State Bicycle Fund; and,
• State Black Spot Program – Cycling Projects.

Open Space Grants
This Grant is not exclusively provided for cycling infrastructure. Rather, this Grant provides
financial assistance to Councils for the purchase, development and planning of open space.
Funding is also provided for works relating to conservation, trails, unstructured recreation on
public land, and strategic open space linkages including the development of relevant cycling
infrastructure.
Preference is given to projects that contribute to the Metropolitan Open Space System
including the:
• Adelaide City Park Lands;
• Hills Face Zone;
• Coastal foreshore;
• Various urban buffers; and,
• Major watercourses crossing the metropolitan area.
The State Government has committed to invest $16 million over four years for this program.
Preference will be given to projects that have at least a 50 per cent Council contribution.
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The State Bicycle Fund
This Fund is an annual subsidy scheme that provides financial assistance of up to a dollar for
dollar basis for Councils to progress cycling initiatives in their local area. The Fund is a long
standing partnership between the State Government and Councils. The projects typical of
this Fund are:
• the development or review of Local Area Strategic Bicycle Plans;
• construction of on-road bicycle lanes;
• construction of off-road shared use paths;
• construction or modification of median refuges or road crossings; and
• publicly accessible bicycle parking.
Subsidy funding is up to 50% of the total project cost to a maximum or $50,000; however, the
maximum total project cost is unlimited.

The State Black Spot Program – Cycling Projects
This Program is directed towards bringing about significant reductions in crashes by the
identification and treatment of locations and sections of road that have an unsatisfactory
casualty crash record or that have a significant crash potential.
Funds from the Program are specifically available to Councils as subsidy funding for cycling
safety infrastructure projects for the construction of:
7. on-road bicycle lanes;
8. off-road shared use paths; and/or
9. modification of median refuges or road crossings.
Subsidy funding is two-thirds of the total project cost and Councils are required to provide
the remaining one-third with a maximum total project cost limited to $100,000 (resulting in a
maximum funding contribution of $66,667).

Other State Government Grants
The State Government announced as part of its 2015-16 State Budget, the inclusion of $6.5
million funding over four years for bike boulevards and greenways. This investment is a result
of the State Government’s response to the Citizens’ Jury on Cycling.
It is intended that this funding will go towards work with Councils in identifying high-priority
projects in their areas which will benefit from investment. Of particular mention in the State
Government’s announcement are the Marino Rocks Greenway, Gawler Greenway and the
Outer Harbor Greenway. The breakdown in funding by fiscal year is:
10.
2015-16: $1.0 million;
11.
2016-17: $1.5 million;
12.
2017-18: $2.0 million; and
13.
2018-19: $2.0 million.
It is understood that funding from this program will require a dollar-for-dollar funding match
from Councils.
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Travel Behaviour Change
Within Australia the lower cycling participation rates indicate that people find it challenging
to integrate cycling into their everyday lives.
Historically the 1960s in particular saw transportation policies dominated by the advent of
the family car. This planning focus may have subsequently lead to the lower levels of people
cycling as people began to fear collisions with people driving. Interestingly, it has been
proven that the more people that cycle, the lower the cycling collision rate.
To help improve long term behaviour change it is important to encourage cycling
participation from a young age. The scope of this Strategy did not include behaviour change
of the entire community but, rather, focused on improved cycling participation rates among
children in travelling to school.
Research indicates that students who actively commute to school were more physically active
in the playground and were more alert, confident and mature which enhance academic
performance (Underwood, 2012).
To encourage greater cycling participation among children barriers to independent mobility
must be identified and subsequently reduced. Research indicated that one major barrier to
children cycling to and from school is concern about road safety. Children must be given
the skills and knowledge to safely ride their bicycles while appropriate infrastructure may be
prioritised to enable the greatest level of participation (Underwood, 2012).

Photo 2: A sea of parked bikes at Morialta High School from the 1960s (Photo courtesy of Norwood Morialta
High School).
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To help encourage cycling participation among children the State Government, in
conjunction with schools and Local Government, has developed the Way2Go and Way2Go
Bike Ed programs.
Rather than developing independent programs from those already established Councils may
wish to examine ways in which to enhance these existing programs and reducing barriers to
independent mobility.
The following initiatives help encourage children to cycle while developing their skills giving
them confidence to integrate cycling into their day-to-day lives.

Way2Go
Riding a bicycle helps children become confident and independent and encourages healthy,
active travel choices for life. To help encourage children to cycle, the State Government has
developed the Way2Go program.
The Way2Go program is a statewide holistic program geared to promoting safer, greener
and more active travel for primary school students and their communities. It is built on
a partnership between Councils, school communities and the Department of Planning,
Transport and Infrastructure (DPTI).
Working with Councils, the Way2Go program promotes the development of safe, people
friendly local streets near schools to support independent student travel and encourages
children and the community to safely walk, ride bikes or scooters, and use public transport for
school travel.
Councils partner with DPTI and their local school communities to identify and develop
flexible and practical school travel plans tailored to both the school and student needs. These
plans help identify safe and innovative improvements in local streets near schools to support
active travel. This work has a medium to long term timeframe and includes measurable and
achievable goals set by the school.
Currently 30 LGA’s and 163 primary schools across South Australia are Way2Go partners - a
47% and 39% increase respectively since 2013 (appendix 4 – Metropolitan Way2Go Council
partners).
Participating in Way2Go

To establish the Way2Go program in schools teacher workshops supported with teacher
release time are convened by the DPTI Schools’ Team. Through this process each school
develops a three year School Travel Plan that identifies and implements actions that ensure
that walking and active travel for school journeys are an integral part of the school’s culture.
Teachers use the comprehensive teaching resources as part of the school curriculum.
Each school surveys students, parents and school staff to identify the baseline data in relation
to school travel modes and also to explore the reported barriers to student active travel.
Maps of student residential locations are produced and walking and cycling times via safe
routes are scoped and displayed on a GIS map.
The survey reports, GIS maps and school curriculum snapshots provide school communities
and their Council with a wealth of information from which to plan actions to improve the
local walking experience for school children and community members, including families
with young children and older people.
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Way2Go Bike Ed

The Way2Go Bike Ed program is a component of the Way2Go program and provides bicycle
education for primary school students aged 9-13 years (Years 4-7). The Bike Ed program aims
to develop students’ confidence and competence as a safe bike rider for travel to and from
school and includes bike handling and traffic negotiation skills. This program aims to improve
road safety of its participants thereby reducing a barrier to independent travel.
The program typically consists of three classes of up to thirty students participating on one
scheduled weekday for 1.5 hours each week during weeks 1-7 of a school term.
In 2015 this program will see more than 5000 students in 60 school across South Australia
participate.
For a school to be eligible for the Way2Go Bike Ed program it is expected to meet at least one
of the following criteria:
• be a Way2Go school;
• be working with the Way2Go team to create a school travel plan; or
• be willing to make a commitment to integrate the Way2Go program into the school.
Way2Go Example: City of Charles Sturt – Flinders Park Primary School Cycling Initiative

In early 2013 Flinders Park Primary School forged a Way2Go partnership with DPTI and the
City of Charles Sturt who has been a Way2Go partners since 2012.
As part of this program the community completed surveys to provide an understanding of
what students, families and staff thought was important about walking and cycling to school
while the Council provided information regarding traffic behaviour around the school.
Through this work the City of Charles Sturt made changes to local roads, crossings and
walking paths improving safety at drop off and pick up times. These alterations have helped
to remove barriers to independent travel by making it safer to cycle into and from school.
Additionally this program highlighted that better bicycle storage was required. Flinders Park
Primary worked with DPTI to design and build a facility that keep bicycles safe as well as
shelters them from the weather with funding coming from the Way2Go program.

Photo 3: Flinders Park Primary School Bicycle Storage funded through the Way2Go program.
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Role of Local Government
To encourage children to participate in cycling, appropriate and safe cycling routes are
required. To help improve these routes Councils and DPTI together review school traffic
behaviour prioritising walking and active travel. Once routes are identified Way2Go signage
is installed prompting students to practice safe behaviours learned both in the classroom and
at home.
Through the GIS mapping, deficiencies in active transport routes may be identified. Councils
may choose to prioritise these routes and, where appropriate, work with DPTI where State
Government infrastructure is involved.
Currently a Way2Go infrastructure budget of $205,000 per annum supports Councils and
schools to implement pedestrian friendly infrastructure improvements. In 2015 DPTI is
supporting ten school Way2Go projects that improve crossing points and create safe
pedestrian access to school to the value of $89,000. Way2Go signage has been replaced and/
or installed in sixteen additional schools this year ensuring that all 163 Way2Go schools have
current signage.
Other opportunities for Councils to improve cycling participation rates of children may
include:
• continue to develop a strong and robust relationship with DPTI and relevant schools;
• the installation of publically accessible secure bike lock facilities to enable parents to lock
up their bicycles when dropping off or picking up children from school; and/or
• parking enforcement around schools to curb illegal parking making it safer for children on
roads surrounding the school.
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MLGG Strategic Action Plan
Actions
1.

2.

Increased
connectivity
of cycling
infrastructure
across Council
boundaries

Grant Funding

Success Indicator
1.1 Encourage Councils to
invest in the identified
priorities
1.2 Encourage inter-Council
collaboration in cycling
initiatives

2.1 Promote to Councils
the grant funding
opportunities available for
cycling infrastructure
2.2 Lobby for an increase (or
no reduction) in State
and Federal Government
grants funding for cycling
infrastructure

3.

Encouraging
children to cycle
to school

3.1 Encourage Councils to
participate in the Way2Go
program
3.2 Encourage increased
installation of publically
accessible secure bike lock
facilities
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•

•

•

•

•

•

Measure

Increased annual
investment
in cycling
infrastructure on
identified priority
routes
Increased number
of joint cycling
initiatives across
Council boundaries

•

Increase in the
dollar value of
grants provided to
Councils for cycling
infrastructure
Increase or no
reduction in grant
funding available to
Councils

•

Audit of total
funding provided
to and available
to Councils

All metropolitan
Councils to
participate in the
Way2Go program
Increase in the
number of children
cycling to school

•

All metropolitan
Councils
participating
in the Way2Go
program
An increase in
the number of
children cycling
to school as
measured by
Austroads
through their
biennial Cycling
Participation
Survey

•

•

Annual Survey of
Councils
Review of cycling
participation
numbers released
by the
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Appendix 1.
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Appendix 2.
The following table provides information on the strategic cycling infrastructure priorities for
each metropolitan Council.
Council

Strategic Routes

Priority No. 1

Adelaide City
Council

Agree with Strategic Routes shown and
suggested some additions

1.

Adelaide Hills
Council

Suggest extending the Crafers Bikeway
to Stirling and also provision of off-road
connections (not shown)

1. Crafers Bikeway

Burnside, City of

Sections of the Crafers Bikeway near Elizabeth
Street in Eastwood and south of Leroy Street do
not align with Councils strategy and should be
reviewed.

1. Burnside Bikeway

Campbelltown
City Council

Suggest realignment of the eastern end of the St
Morris Bikeway.

1. St Morris Bikeway
2. O-Bahn Bikeway

A number of routes were
identified as equal highest
priority
- Belair – City Bikeway
- Marino Rocks Greenway
- South Terrace
- Pirie-Waymouth St
- Norwood-Magill Bikeway

Also suggest the inclusion of North/South
routes between Hallett Road and Darley Road,
and also between Penfold Road and George
Street. These are currently shown as Local
routes.
Charles Sturt,
City of

Ok

Gawler, Town of

Ok. Identified additional local path treatments.

1. Gawler River Trail / Jack
Bobridge Track
2. Gawler Greenway

Holdfast Bay, City
of

Ok

1. Coast Park

Marion, City of

Suggest extending Sturt River Linear Park across
South Road.
Link between Patrick Jonker Bikeway and
Tonsley Greenway to be shown as ‘off road proposed’.
Tonsley Greenway to be shown connecting
across South Rd to Flinders Medical and
University precinct.
Marino Rocks Greenway between Daws Rd and
Sixth Ave, Ascot Park to be shown as off-road.

1. Marino Rocks Greenway
2. Connections of Patrick
- Jonker Bikeway and
- Tonsley Greenway

1. Coast Park
2. River Torrens Linear Park

Local changes suggested
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Mitcham, City of

Ok. Identified the importance of the network
around the Darlington / South Road precinct to
the Tonsley Site.

Mt Barker,
District Council

No response received – however there are
currently no strategic routes defined in this
Council area.

Norwood,
Payneham & St
Peters, City of

Ok. All changes suggested relate to NPSP
Council area only.

1.
2.

Onkaparinga,
City of

Ok. All changes suggested relate to routes only
within Onkaparinga Council area.

No priorities identified

Playford, City of

Change suggested to the alignment of the
Gawler Greenway at Munno Para, and to the
Curtis Road (Smith Creek Trail). Also identified
the importance of a link across Nexy at the
Angle Vale Interchange.

1.

Port Adelaide
Enfield, City of

Ok. However have identified Prospect /
Churchill, North East Road and Grand Junction
Road (or adjacent) as possible routes for
inclusion as Strategic Routes.

1.
2.

Port River Bikeway
Outer Harbor Greenway

Prospect, City of

Ok. Have suggested Prospect and Churchill
Roads be included as Strategic Routes.

3.
4.

Prospect Road
Prospect Bikeway (Braund
Road)

Salisbury, City of

Change suggested to Gawler Greenway
alignment south of Mawson Lakes.
Other comments relate to routes only within
Salisbury Council – therefore not strategic.

1.

Adelaide – Gawler
Greenway
Dry Creek Trail and Little
Para Trail

Tea Tree Gully,
City of

Delete Northern end of Dry Creek Shared Use
Path

1.
2.

Unley, City of

Ok. Suggested a number of additions to the
Strategic Routes, however all are within the
Unley Council area.

1. Belair – City Bikeway
2. Mike Turtur Bikeway

Walkerville,
Town of

Ok. One local change suggested

1. Levels-City Bikeway (incl
Walkerville Tce)

West Torrens,
City of

Suggest realignment of the Sturt River Linear
Park trail between Pine Ave and Warren ave.
Question whether the link between the
Reece Jennings Bikeway and Military Road is
‘Strategic’?
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1. Belair-City Bikeway

2.

2.

Norwood-Magill Bikeway
St Morris Bikeway

Adelaide – Gawler
Greenway
Main North Road
(Windbreaks Trails)

O-Bahn Shared Use Path
River Torrens Linear Park

1. Reece Jennings Bikeway
2. River Torrens Linear Park
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Appendix 3.

Greenways & Bicycle Boulevards – Performance Measures
Development Division
Planning & Transport Policy Directorate
Progams and Concept Planning Section

Date: 11 May 2015

Greenways & Bicycle Boulevards – Performance Measures
Development Division Planning & Transport Policy Directorate
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What are greenways and bicycle boulevards?
Greenways and bicycle boulevards are cycling and walking routes that safely link people with
their local train station or bus interchange, workplace, schools and local open spaces. Routes
are identified in the draft Integrated Transport and Land Use Plan.
Both types of routes typically follow low-traffic streets. The distinction between the two
types of routes is that Greenways are located along rail corridors, linear parks or waterways
and often include off road paths while bicycle boulevards follow the existing street network
where no suitable natural or rail corridor exists.
Greenways and bicycle boulevards:
•

Make use of existing infrastructure wherever possible – typically along local streets

•

Provide safe arterial road crossings

•

Have consistent wayfinding signage marking the route

•

Use new off road paths where necessary to link sections of local streets

•

Provide amenities, public art and green features to create usable and attractive space

•

Together, these improvements create an attractive, convenient, and comfortable cycling
environment that is welcoming to cyclists of all ages and skill levels.

Network and alignment criteria
The network of greenway and bicycle boulevard routes identified in the draft Integrated
Transport and Land Use Plan provide connections between activity centres within
metropolitan Adelaide. Within 10km of the CBD, routes are typically radial spokes centred on
the City; further than 10km from the CBD routes link to activity centres.
The alignment of Greenways and bicycle boulevards should meet the following criteria:
•

Comfortable – streets with low motor vehicle traffic or on off road paths

•

Logical and direct - easy to follow with minimal wayfinding aids

•

Convenient to destinations

•

Continuous and connected – no gaps

•

Not strenuous – avoid steep hills

Design objectives
The Greenways and bicycle boulevards should be designed to:
•

Provide a comfortable environment for walking and cycling

•

Prioritize through movements for people walking and biking

•

Raise awareness of the route as a bicycle thoroughfare

•

Reduce unnecessary delay for people walking and cycling

•

Provide safe and convenient crossings of main roads that intersect the route
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Performance measures summary table
Element

Performance
Indicator

Target

Design reference

Main road
crossings

Crossing safety

Multi-lane roads: crossing signal or
grade separation

Austroads Guide to Road Design
Part 4A

Two-lane roads with min 60
acceptable crossing gaps per hour:
wide median refuge (depth: 2.5m
desirable, 2.0m min)

Austroads Guide to Traffic
Management Part 9 & Part 10

Phase times to allow people
walking and cycling to clear the
intersection; separate cyclist
movements from conflicts with
turning motor vehicles
Convenience

Minimal inter-green time, out-ofdirection travel, crossing stages
Reliable detection

Shared roadway

85th percentile
speed

25k/h preferable

AADT

<1,000 AADT preferable

Austroads Guide to Traffic
Management Part 8

<3,000 AADT acceptable

The Code

35k/h acceptable

Streets for People
Compendium B4, B5 & B8

Reduce traffic volume on streets
with 3,000-5,000 AADT
Other

Sharrows

DPTI drawings TES 18824 + 18825

Maintain motor vehicle access and
on-street parking
Off road paths

Alignment

Direct

Safety & security

P1 horizontal / P3 vertical lighting
levels

AS/NZS 1158 – 1997

Width

4.0m wide shared use paths
desirable (3.5m wide acceptable)

Austroads Guide to Road Design
Part 6A

Separate bicycle and walking
paths in busy areas
Route segments
along busy roads
(>5,000 AADT)

Wayfinding

Bicycle lanes or off
road paths

Consistent signage

Multi-lane roads: separated bicycle
lanes or off road paths desirable

Austroads Guide to Road Design
Part 4A

Two-lane roads: buffered bicycle
lanes desirable; full-time bicycle
lanes acceptable

Austroads Guide to Traffic
Management Part 6

Decision point signs

Greenways sign template

Directional signs

AS 1742.9-2000

Streets for People Compendium B5

Reassurance signs
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Main road crossings
Safe and convenient crossings of main roads are a key element of a complete Greenway or
bicycle boulevard route.
Grade separation
Grade separation of main road crossings may be cost-effective in some instances. However,
it is not always desirable: it can affect walking access by significantly increasing crossing
distance (e.g. between bus stops on opposite sides of an arterial road). It is often costprohibitive.
Crossing signals
Crossing signals are desirable for multi-lane arterial roads. Crossing signals should:
•

Introduce minimal delay for people walking and cycling crossing the road
•
•
•

•

Minimal inter-green time
Reliable: detection equipment capable of detecting bicycles
Minimal out-of-direction travel

Minimise crossing time:
• Single-stage signalised crossings are desirable.
• Two-stage signalised crossings are not desirable and should only be considered as a
last resort. Where a multi-stage crossing is the only feasible option:
• Refuge islands should have adequate storage for expected volume of people
walking and cycling
• Separate bicycle and pedestrian crossings where possible, with a single-stage
bicycle crossing
• Both bicycle and pedestrian crossings should run as single-stage during off-peak
hours
• Phase times to allow people walking and cycling to clear the intersection. Refer to
to Austroads Guide to Traffic Mangement Part 9 & Part 10. Intersection crossing time
for a cyclist travelling at approximately 20 km/h (15th percentile crossing speed of
cyclists); need to consider grade and acceleration.

Eliminate conflicts with turning movements; separate cyclist phases at signalised
intersections:
• Where bicycle lanes are located to the left of adjacent left turn travel lane(s)
• Where cyclists turn right across a high motor vehicle through movement
Unsignalised crossings (median refuge islands)
Unsignalised crossings are acceptable at main roads or collector roads with:
• No more than one travel lane in each direction and
• A minimum of 60 crossing gaps per hour and
Median refuge islands should be provided to allow people walking and riding to cross in two
stages. Median refuge islands should:
• Be deep enough to accommodate prams and longer bicycles: 2.5m desirable depth
(min 2.0m)
• Have sufficient storage capacity for expected volumes of people walking and cycling
• Accommodate crossing signal infrastructure in the future
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Local streets
Performance measures for shared roadways on local streets
A shared roadway environment is where people riding bikes use the roadway and share the
same travel lane as motor vehicles. This is different from a ‘shared street’ which has a posted
speed of 10k/h.
Shared roadways along Greenways and bicycle boulevards should:
• Achieve more equitable speeds between people riding bikes and people driving
• Prioritize through movements for people walking and cycling
• Maintain motor vehicle access and parking for local residents
• Reduce rat running
• Improve local amenity
Motor vehicle traffic volumes
Shared roadways are effective at lower traffic volumes.
Up to 3,000 AADT is considered an acceptable traffic volume
• Less than 1,000 AADT is preferable
For local streets with more than 5,000 AADT, biycle lanes are the desirable treatment. For local
streets with 3,000-5,000 AADT, reducing traffic volume to less than 3,000 AADT through traffic
diversion is a desirable outcome, even if the carriageway is wide enough to install bicycle
lanes.
Motor vehicle speeds
Shared roadways are effective at lower traffic speeds.
• 85th percentile speeds of 25k/h are desirable for shared roadways
• 85th percentile speeds of 35k/h are acceptable
Achieving targets through local area traffic management (LATM) treatments
Achieving the performance measures for shared roadways often requires local area traffic
management (LATM) treatments.
Many types of LATM treatments are suitable for bicycle boulevards and Greenways. As local
roads are under the care and control of local councils, LATM decisions rest with the local
authority. Treatments that are effective in one type of environment or suburb may not be
suitable for another. Refer to Austroads Guide to Traffic Management Part 8: Local Area
Traffic Management for guidance.
Performance measures for treatments are provided in two broad categories: motor vehicle
speed and volume.
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Achieving target speed reduction
Use of physical traffic-calming measures is a self-reinforcing way to reduce motor vehicle
speeds. Refer to the Streets for People Compendium (B4-5, C3-4)
• Uninterrupted street section lengths should be kept to a minimum - less than 100m
for 30 km/h
• Limited visual length of street segments or deflect straight vehicle paths (eg. provide
landscaping areas that offset the carriageway)
• Narrow carriageway for motor vehicles (5-6m)
• Reduce unnecessary delay for people cycling (e.g. wide cyclist bypasses at slow points
and closures)
• Comfort for people cycling (e.g. low-angle profile ramps for speed humps and
plateaus)
• Minimal traffic signage and line marking
• Local expression through landscaping and design features wherever possible
Achieving target volume reduction
Traffic diversion measures (i.e. full- or half road closures with cyclists exempt) should be
considered to reduce motor vehicle volume for streets with >1,000 AADT.

Full road closure
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LATM toolkit
Standard treatments that councils have the authority to install
The following types of traffic control devices generally have approval and may be installed
by councils without DPTI approval. Refer to the Streets for People Compendium (B8) and
The Manual of Legal Responsibilites and Technical Requirements for Traffic Control Devices
(aka ‘The Code’).
•
•
•
•
•
•

Wombat crossings
Road humps and road cushions
Slow points
Contrasting pavements and raised pavements
Perimeter thresholds
Driveway entries and links

Non-standard treatments requiring DPTI approval
The following treatments or use of treatments requires approval from DPTI. Refer to the
Streets for People Compendium (B8) and the Code:
• Non-standard use of traffic control devices
• Shared zones
• Speed limit signs
Speed limit signs
Although lower posted speed limits (e.g. 40k/h) are a consideration where the adjacent land
uses support a lower speed environment, physical traffic calming measures are desirable
since they are self-reinforcing.
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Sharrows along local roads
The use of sharrows is being investigated to replace the use of advisory bicycle marking. Trial
installations are currently being reviewed for effectiveness; sharrows have not been approved
by DPTI for installation. In the interim, bicycle logos without the chevrons can be installed
following placement shown in DPTI drawings TES 18824 + 18825.
Sharrows are used to:
• Increase awareness of cyclists
• Encourage cyclists to ride in a safe and predictable position relative to parked cars
• Improve wayfinding

Sharrows increase awareness of the presence of people riding in the roadway
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Bicycle lanes along busier roads
To provide a direct and convenient route, Greenways or bicycle boulevards may follow
segments of roads where traffic volumes exceed 5,000 AADT (with posted speeds between 40
to 60k/h). Along these busier roads, bicycle lanes are the appropriate treatment.
A parallel low-traffic alternative route may provide a bypass of the busy section of road.
Types of bicycle lanes
Along multi-lane arterial roads: separated bike lanes or off road paths are desirable
Along main roads or major collector roads with one lane in each direction:
• Buffered bicycle lanes are desirable where space permits
• Painted bicycle lanes that operate at all hours are acceptable
Roads with posted speeds exceeding 60k/h should have off road paths
All bicycle lanes for roads along greenway and bicycle boulevard routes should operate at all
hours. Bicycle lanes that operate at peak hours should only be used as a last resort.
For examples, refer to the Streets for People Compendium (B5):
Bicycle lane dimensions
Bicycle lane type

Desirable width

Min width

Painted bicycle lane adjacent to kerb
(no parking)

1.7m from face of kerb

1.5m from face of kerb

Bicycle/car parking lane
(parallel parking)

3.9m total
(2.2m parking +1.7m bicycle
lane)

3.7m total
(2.1m parking +1.6m bicycle
lane)

Bufferd bicycle lane
(parallel parking)

5.0m total
(2.2m parking + 2.8m bicycle
lane inc safety strip)

4.3m total
(2.1m parking + 2.2m bicycle
lane inc safety strip)

Separated bicycle lane adjacent to kerb
(no parking)

2.0m

1.8m

Separated bicycle lane adjacent to parallel
parking

2.0m + 1.0m safety strip

1.8m + 1.0m safety strip
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Off road paths
Off road paths are often required to provide a link between local streets. They may also be
used to avoid busy segments of road or intersections.
Off road paths provide key connections along natural corridors or where the road network
is discontinuous. Some greenways following waterways or linear parks consist entirely of off
road paths.
• Path alignment should be direct and convenient
• Minimal potential conflict between people walking and cycling:
• Wide shared use paths: desired minimum width 4.0m, minimum width 3.5m. Refer to
Austroads Guide to Road Design 6A (section 7.9)
• Separate bicycle and walking paths are desirable where space permits and high levels
of use are expected (i.e. near public transport interchanges)
• Users should feel safe and secure at night
• P1 horizontal / P3 vertical lighting levels in accordance with AS/NZS 1158 – 1997

Wide shared use path
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Signage
Signage along Greenways and bicycle boulevards is used to convey three types of
information:
• Destination and distance information at a decision point
• Change in direction
• Reassurance
All signage should meet AS 1742.9-2000, specifically the following criteria:
• Visible at night – reflective
• Easy to read without stopping – large font size
• Use a blue/white colour combination
Decision point signage (‘greenways’ sign)
The ‘Greenways sign’ shown below is used at decision points where other routes intersect the
Greenway or bicycle boulevard. It is also used for reassurance at regularly spaced intervals
where there are long distances between decision points.
Decision points are where routes intersect other Greenways, bicycle boulevards, BikeDirect
routes, or arterial roads.

Council logo
Route name
Route name
Destination
Distance + travel time by
bicycle @ 15k/h

Refer to Australian Standard 1742.9-2000
Destinations listed are typically regional and activity centres identified in the 30-Year Plan for
Greater Adelaide, but may include Greenway or bicycle boulevard routes in the vicinity.
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Bicycle travel times to destinations are based on a cycling speed of 15k/h.
Directional signage
Directional signage indicates a change in direction at a bend or jog in the route

Signage indicating a bend in the route or
change in direction

Reassurance signage
Signs also reassure people they are on the route, especially where there is a visual
discontinuity in the route (e.g. where it transitions between a street and an off road path).

Examples of reassurance signage
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Landscaping and amenities
Landscaping and amenities that improve the public realm are appropriate along greenways
and bicycle boulevards. Examples of amenities include public art, native plantings, seating,
bicycle parking and repair.
Two examples along the Mike Turtur Bikeway are shown in the photos below. For more
examples, refer to the Streets for People Compendium (B6):

Examples of public art and landascaping along the Mike Turtur Bikeway
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Appendix 4.
Current Way2Go Metropolitan Local Government Partners
• Adelaide City Council
• Adelaide Hills Council
• Burnside, City of
• Campbelltown City Council
• Charles Sturt, City of
• Gawler, Town of
• Holdfast Bay, City of
• Marion, City of
• Norwood Payneham and St Peters, City of
• Onkaparinga, City of
• Playford, City of
• Port Adelaide Enfield, City of
• Salisbury, City of
• Tea Tree Gully, City of
• Unley, City of
• Walkerville, Town of
• West Torrens, City of
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